Program choices
Grade levels On- and offsite
3-5
Ways of the
Wolf

3-5

Wolf Café

6-8

Vanishing
Creatures

6-8

Wolves in the
Ecosystem

6-8,9-12+,
Adults
9-12+,
Adults

World of
Wolves
Wolves of
Washington

Adults

Wolf Recovery

6-8, 9-12+

On-site only
Animal Care at
Wolf Haven

3-5, 6-8, 912+

Curriculum
sheet link
Ways of the
Wolf
Curriculum
3.5

What does it take to survive in the wild? Learn how wolves survive
their habitat by understanding the four main components of any
creature’s habitat and how wolves use their sense to help them.
Through hands-on activities, see if you could survive the challenges
of wolves in the wild.
Wolf Café
What’s on the menu at the wolf café? Study how the roles of
Curriculum
predator/prey species are determined by their adaptations and
3.5
survival strategy while examining skulls, antlers and horns.
Vanishing
Find out what makes an animal more susceptible to becoming
Creatures
endangered or extinct. Work together to determine why an
Curriculum
animal might become endangered. Learn what you can do to help
6.8
endangered species make a comeback.
Wolves in the Learn about the wolf’s role in its ecosystem as an apex predator.
Ecosystem
Curriculum
6.8
A brief glimpse at the behavior, physical characteristics, and
social structure that make the wolf such a unique animal.
After an almost 70 year absence, wolves have returned to
Washington. Where are they and how are they surviving? How
are they affecting the people who live in Washington? Learn all
this and more during this Washington focused program.
What happened to the wolf and its habitat? What is Wolf Haven
doing to help the wolf along in its recovery? Come learn about
the challenges and successes of recovery plans for the gray wolf,
red wolf, and Mexican gray wolf.
Take a look at how the wolves of Wolf Haven are cared for. Where
do the Wolf Haven wolves come from? Learn about our
philosophy regarding feeding and daily care. Presentation
includes the challenges of managing a wild animal in captivity and
the handling of veterinary emergencies.

Prairie program

K-2

Off-site only
Den Digs

K-2

Wolf Sense

Descriptions

Discover, in-depth, the wonders of our endangered Mima mound
prairie
Den Digs
Curriculum
k.2
Wolf Sense
Curriculum
k.2

All animals have a habitat. Through hands-on activities, learn about
the four components of wolf habitat: food, water, shelter, and
natural environment. See if you could survive the challenges of
wolves in the wild.
What does a wolf see, smell, hear, taste, and feel? Learn about a
wolf’s senses and how they are both similar and different from your
own. Lots of fun hands-on activities.
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